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Since Haelvoet continuously aims to make technological progress, Haelvoet reserves the right to modify the product.

(*) Option

001 Lifting pole

Bent thick-walled steel tube. -

Handle with manually adjustable ribbon. -

Automatic roll-up system  - (*).

002 IV holder for lifting pole

IV holder with 4 hooks. -

003 Traction frame

Installed in the 2 cases at the bed end. -

Finished with a chromium layer. -

004 Accessory bracket

Chromium-plated bracket  - (310 mm) with 

4 hooks.

Installed in 2 accessory hooks. -

005 Name card holder

Can be installed on the bed panel. -

006 Flexible hand switch holder

Improves the accessibility of the hand  -

switch for both the patient and the 

nursing staff.

007 Bowl holder

Installed in 2 accessory hooks. -

Possible to install 2 bowls. -

008 IV holder

Fixed IV holder, double-bent with 2 IV  -

hooks.

Adjustable double-bent IV holder with 4  -

IV hooks (*).

009 Urine bottle holder

Installed in 2 accessory hooks. -

2 types: horizontal and vertical model. -

010 Monitor holder

Steel epoxy frame with solid laminate  -

tablet (65 x 30 cm).

Tablet is installed in the cases of the  -

foot panel.

Accessories Hospital

The accessories we offer can be harmoniously connected with the existing cases and accessory holders.  

Haelvoet strongly pays attention to this, so that the accessories offer you the same top quality as our  

nursing beds. After all, only the best materials are good enough for you.
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011 File holder

Synthetic fi le holder with a paper clip. -

Available in A4 vertical / A4 horizontal  -

and A3 horizontal.

012 Wall spacer

Equipped with a rubber wheel at the  -

head end.

013 Bed pan holder

13a. Bed pan holder for Aron bed

Hooked in between the 2 side beams of  -

the carriage. 

Finished with a PE coating. -

13b. Bed pan holder universal

Bed pan holder in epoxy, to be hung  -

onto the bed panel.

014 Oxygen bottle holder

Strong arm and a basket made of solid  -

steel wire, fi nished with a chromium 

layer.

015 Writing table

Fastened to the front panel. -

Solid laminate tablet with handle -

(3 positions).

016 Raising aid

Optimal support when getting in and out  -

of the bed.

Ergonomic solid laminate design. -

017 Inclination indicator

Shows the inclination angle of the mat- -

tress platform section on which it is put.

Sold per pair. Can be installed on the  -

backrest, knee rest or mattress platform 

frame.

018 Filling plate

Combined with Duo-Safe sideguards. -

(*) Option

Colours

We would like to refer to our extensive colour gamut.

Sample card + samples available on request.
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Accessories Care

Since Haelvoet continuously aims to make technological progress, Haelvoet reserves the right to modify the product.

(*) Option

The accessories we offer can be harmoniously connected with the existing cases and accessory              

holders. Haelvoet strongly pays attention to this, so that the accessories offer you the same top quality as 

our nursing beds. After all, only the best materials are good enough for you.

001 Lifting pole

Bent thick-walled steel tube. -

Handle with a manually adjustable  -

ribbon.

Automatic roll-up system  - (*).

002 IV holder for lifting pole

IV holder with 4 hooks. -

003 Dinner tray for sideguards

Made of a solid beech frame with a  -

milled-in solid laminate tablet. 

Can be easily hung onto the foot panel  -

when not used.

004 Accessory bracket

Chromium-plated bracket  - (310 mm) with 

4 hooks.

Installed in the accessory brackets  - (*).

005 Bowl holder

Installed in the accessory hooks  - (*).

Possible to install 2 bowls. -

006 IV holder

Fixed IV holder, double-bent with 2 IV  -

hooks.

Adjustable double-bent IV holder with 4  -

IV hooks (*).

007 Flexible hand switch holder

Improves the accessibility of the hand  -

switch for both the patient and nursing 

staff.

008 Raising aid

Optimal support when getting in and out  -

of the bed.

Ergonomic solid laminate design. -

009 Horizontal urine bottle holder

Installed in the accessory hooks  - (*).

010  Vertical urine bottle holder

Installed in the accessory hooks  - (*).

(*) Option
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011 Cover for sideguards

Removable cover, made of imitation  -

leather.

Extra protection for restless residents. -

012 Bed pan holder (picture is missing)

Bed pan holder in epoxy, to be hung  -

onto the bed panel.

(*) Option

Colours

We would like to refer to our extensive colour gamut.

Sample card + samples available on request.
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